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Abstract. This paper discusses basic system concepts including structure, content,
semantics, scale and context. These basic concepts are reviewed and discussed in the light of two
different human activity modes: system discovery mode and system design mode. A system
meta-model is outlined and discussed in terms of system behavior and context. A generic
systems engineering model and process is reviewed and used as a basis to construct a system
object model that facilitates the representation, description and detailed communication of
system relationships and characteristics. The model is presented at the conclusion of this paper.

The System Meta-Model Definition
The primary focus of Systems Engineering is the creation of systems. However, there is no
common formal definition of a system. Several “system definitions” are presented next to
provide a basis for the following discussion.
The system science community provides the following common-sense definition for a
system; “A system is a set of things (objects or components) and a relation among the things.”
(Klir, 1991) While the general systems community offers the following definition for a system.
“A system is a set of objects together with relationships between the objects and between their
attributes.” (Hall and Fagen, 1956) Further, the semiotics community (Noth, 1995) presents the
following commentary on the idea of a system. “A system most generally implies the idea of
elements forming an ordered whole, with the relations among these elements forming the
structure of the system. The systemic character appears only as the elements function within the
system.”
For further discussion, a system is defined as a non-empty set of objects and a non-empty set
of relationships mapped over these objects and their attributes. This system definition
establishes a basis for describing the system object model, and presents two basic system
components: objects and relationships. Typically, the system concept is applied in one of two
basic modes that relate to these fundamental components - discovery and design mode.
Discovery mode and design mode are depicted in Figure 1. In discovery mode, the things or
objects are known and the primary activity is the determination of the relationships between the
objects. For example, Kepler analyzed the data collected from the observation of the planets
(things) to determine the relationship (planetary laws) between the things in our solar system. In
the design mode, the relationship (function) is known and the objects and the configuration
required to provide that relationship are the subject of study. An example of this mode can be
seen in John F Kennedy’s decision to put a man on the moon. The function – put a man on the
moon – was known. The objects and object configuration needed to accomplish this function

were not known.
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“abstraction frame” may become simple in the next abstraction frame. In order to apply these
complex system concepts to systems design and engineering, system complexity metrics must be
developed and integrated into the systems analysis process. One such metric for complexity
states: “Complexity is a measure of the inherent difficulty to achieve a desired understanding.
Simply stated, the complexity of a system is the amount of information necessary to describe it.”
(Bar-Yam, 1997)
This definition of complexity provides a clear connection between the expressive power of a
given language and the complexity limit associated with the “abstraction framework” that
employs that language.

The Systems Approach: Phases, Hierarchies, and Content
The discipline of systems engineering (SE) facilitates the solution of complex problems using
and focusing a wide range of activities, tools and people in order to provide a system - or a
‘system of systems’ - which deliver fulfilled needs to customers. The system design process is
domain specific with similar phases (described over time, products and events) and decision
processes appearing as a common thread in all of these design activities. The design process is
implemented using system-specific and customer-specific procedures, methods, and tools.
To establish a common context for this paper, a highly simplified view of a SE process is
presented in Figures 3a and 3b.
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This SE process builds on the previous definition of a system by asserting that anything can
be viewed as a system. This simplified view establishes a common basis for the discussion of an
SE activity and its relationship to the system under design, the organization designing the system
and the general environment in which they both exist. It is natural that a given knowledge
domain would choose to adapt and/or tailor a more elaborate SE process, and would choose to

name or word it differently than that chosen here.
This process establishes a system boundary, an input from outside that boundary, an iterative
examination of what is needed for the system and how to deliver a solution to that need, and an
output from the system to the outside environment. One assumption made herein is that most SE
processes are applied in an iterative fashion over the time-phased duration of the system, in its
knowledge domains, and with its own specific application of logic. This standard phased
approach to system development provides some great advantages in the design, development and
deployment of complex systems. However, there are certain types of systems that are too
complex even for this type of development.
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required and the level of
uncertainty associated with delivering the needed technical performance. If a high-level of
technical performance is required and a high degree of uncertainty is associated with providing
that technical performance, then the activity is more likely to be in the SE domain. For the
purposes of this paper, the critical design information needed for successful implementation of a
system is essential to the success of both program and project management and systems
engineering.
Systems Approach: Phases, Hierarchies, Content

Environmental Context
Each system design and development task takes place in a unique environmental context with
dynamic trends and forces shaping the system owners desires and the system supplier’s ability to
provide a viable product to the customer. In major system development activities with long life
cycles, of 20 or more years, this dynamic nature of the environment may be one of the most

important sources of technology solutions as well as a source of great technological uncertainty.
Figures 5a and 5b list some of the general considerations that appear from this aspect of the
system environment.
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One key aspect and characteristic of the SE activity is the description and documentation of
system requirements, design decisions and architectural solutions associated with the system
under design. Many of these classical SE techniques were developed during the evolutions of
the US Military Systems Engineering Management approach. However, the current trends in the
computing industry provide computational power and resources at an ever-increasing rate. This
availability of computing power, if applied correctly, can greatly reduce the efforts associated
with the SE system life-cycle tasks. However, the availability of computing power alone is not a
guarantee of successful systems deployment. When George Friedman was Northrop’s Chief
Technical Officer he studied the failures associated with systems that failed in their final test
phases. The most prevalent cause of failure was, “The models the engineers used to predict
performance were incomplete; many of the interactions were omitted, despite the presence of
massive computer resources.” (Warfield, 2002)
Therefore, any SE management activity should include a capability to track the
“completeness” of any system performance metric, parameter and/or behavior. This idea of
“completeness” requires that a system interaction model be developed at all relevant scales of
system behavior.

System Engineering Meta-Model Definition
Managing the technical design and uncertainty associated with SE activities requires the
application of a wide range of engineering expertise and the management of a vast quantity of
technical data and information. A SE meta-model is used to organize the production,
management and communication of this system technical data and information. Based on the

general system definition using the design mode, the FRAT approach specifies that anything can
be viewed as a system and that a minimum of three basic systems must be defined:
environmental system, product system and process/organizational system (See Figure 6a).
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Figure 6b. FRAT - System Views

Further, each system must be described by four basic views: functions, requirements,
architectures and tests (See Figure 6b). (Mar, 1994, 2000)
FRAT views are applied recursively using the FRAT Design Engine (See Figure 7a.) over
the phases of the system design life cycle (See Figure 7b.). This means that FRAT is defined at
the ‘mission-level’ of a system, then is redefined with increasing amount of detail at each new
phase of system design, including the conceptual, preliminary and initial design levels - less
commonly extending into the engineering prototype phase and below, depending on the
particular application or domain space.

Recursive Application of FRAT Design Engine
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Figure 7a. FRAT Design Engine

Figure 7b. Recursive Application

During the application of the FRAT process to a problem domain, it is important to maintain
equal “scales” or level of detail for each of the four FRAT components. Further, the amount of
information at each level should be limited in order to facilitate the understanding of the
complete system at that level of detail or scale.
The four FRAT views provide a complete system description at any level of detail or
abstraction. The functional view describes what the system must do. The requirements view
describes how well the functions must be done. The architecture view details the mechanism
that will perform the assigned function. The test view outlines the methods used to ensure that
the selected architecture performs the assigned functions to the level stated by the requirements.
In the context of these system models, system or mission objectives are achieved by controlling
the interfaces and interactions among the base systems and their subsystems.

System Object Model
A proposed common set of system objects for use in object-oriented system design tools and
object-oriented system analysis is presented next. The primary purpose of this “system object
model” is to provide the basic components of a computer executable “language” that can be used
to track the system component actions and interactions in a “complete context” representation.
This will provide a foundation for text-based system information processing as well as analytical
computational representations of the current system development state.
The basic system object model is composed of the following abstract classes:
• General system class
• Environment system class
• Product system class
• Organization system class
• Function class
• Requirement class
• Architecture class
• Test class
• Complexity class
The general system class (GSC) is the top-level system class from which all other system
classes are derived. The GSC has the following class attributes and methods:
• System identification number
• Complexity record
• Calculate complexity measures
• Compile system state record
The environmental system class (ESC) is derived from the GSC and contains the following
class attributes and methods:
• Function vector (collection of environmental functions)
• Requirement vector (collection of environmental requirements)

• Architecture vector (collection of environmental architectures)
• Test vector (collection of environmental tests)
• Normalize scale
• Compile active system list
The product system class (PSC) is derived from the GSC and contains the following class
attributes and methods:
• Function vector (collection of product functions)
• Requirement vector (collection of product requirements)
• Architecture vector (collection of product architectures)
• Test vector (collection of product tests)
• Normalize scale
• Compile development state record
The organization system class (OSC) is derived from the GSC and contains the following
class attributes and methods
• Function vector (collection of organizational functions)
• Requirement vector (collection of organizational requirements)
• Architecture vector (collection of organizational architectures)
• Test vector (collection of organizational tests)
• Process vector (collection of organizational processes)
• Value vector (collection of organizational values)
• Decision vector (collection of organizational decisions)
• Normalize scale
• Compile decision state record
• Process decision
When developed and deployed in a high-level language like Java, these objects will be able
to interact with multiple data formats including XML, ASCII, and others. A properly balanced
program will support analytical system design as well as publishing text reports and summaries
of the design process state.
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